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What’s so engaging about Gravel? Is it the search for variety or the desire to leave the often hectic city behind? Is it the wonderful sound of 
crunching stones under the tires? Or maybe it’s just the unbeatable sense of adventure? However you define graveln for yourself: our new 
Veto (in Latin as much as “I forbid”) forbids nothing: no forest path, no gravel road, no adventure.
Endless riding fun thanks to wide, high-grip tires as well as the high-quality carbon frame, maximized stiffness, pleasant seating comfort and 
many practical attachments make the Veto a partner for the greatest adventures.

CAMPAGNOLO EKAR
1x13s
code 180111

Frame size:  
490, 520, 540, 560, 580 mm

Frame | Gabel: Toray T800
Color: black | grey

Headset: 1 ½“
Bottom bracket: PressFit PF41 BB86
Tyres: Tufo Gravel Speedero
Stem*: Carbon, Length 80, 90, 100, 110 mm
Handlebar*: Carbon, Wide 400, 420, 440 mm
Seatpost*: Carbon, Diameter 27,2 mm,  
Length 400 mm, 15 mm Setback

*included in the frame set delivery

SHIMANO GRX 
1x11s 
code 180107

Veto Gravel Disc frame kit  
(incl. seat post, headset, stem, handlebar) 
gloss carbon/gray logo
code 1801+

SHIMANO GRX 
RX815 Di2 2x11s
code 180108

MSRP: 3.599,00 €
MSRP: 2.299,00 €

MSRP: 4.699,00 €MSRP: 4.699,00 €
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Maximum riding fun paired with absolute suitability for everyday use: these are the highlights of our new Veto VETO B983. The optimised 
geometry makes the bike incredibly agile and at the same time very smooth. At the same time, it offers not only very high stiffness in the 
bottom bracket and headset area, but also a very high level of comfort thanks to its sophisticated construction and fibre covering. The 
ultra-modern frameset made of T800 carbon fibres features completely internally routed shift cables and brake lines, resulting in an abso-
lutely tidy and extremely sporty look. The fully integrated engage carbon cockpit consists of a separate stem and handlebar, making it 
easier to adapt the cockpit to all needs. The handlebar has an ergonomic, slightly oval top bar with 125 mm drop. The round carbon seat-
post with a diameter of 27.2 mm is designed for high comfort. 
  

Frame size:  
490, 520, 540, 560, 580 mm 
 
Frame | fork: Carbon 
Frame colour: Bordeaux | orange 
 
Fork: Carbon Disc 1 1/8" - 1 1,5" 
Headset: for integrated cable routing 
Bottom bracket: PressFit PF41 BB86 
Stem*: Veto stem for integrated cable routing 
Handlebar*: Veto handlebar | integrated cable routing 
Seatpost*: Seatpost: Carbon seatpost 27.2 mm 
 
*included in the scope of delivery of the frameset 
 

VETO B983 Road disc frame  
kit (incl. seat post, headset, stem, handlebar) | 
bordeaux/orange
code 1802+
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SHIMANO Ultegra R8150 
12s Di2
code 180205

SHIMANO 105 R7170 
12s Di2
code 180203

MSRP: 2.149,00 €
MSRP: 3.999,00 € MSRP: 3.599,00 €


